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STALLS - (Long Brief)

Aim:
To understand the basic aerodynamic principles of the stall.

OBJECTIVE: By the completion of this brief you will be able to explain how and why stalls occurs and define the critical angle.
You will also be able to recite the effects of weight, loading, flap and power on stall speed as well as explain the relationship
between “stall stick position” and critical angle.

Revision:

Lift is a product of the coefficient of lift (which is a combination of angle of attack and wing camber ), air density,

velocity and the aerofoil surface area.

What can we as pilots readily control in flight? Only the Angle of attack and velocity.

Definitions:

Angle of Attack (AoA) - the angle between the relative airflow and the chordline of the wing.

Stall - a condition in flight in which the AoA exceeds the critical angle (approx. 15° ), characterised by a

sharp reduction in lift.

Critical angle - the AoA at which maximum lift is

produced.

Centre of pressure - the point through which the lift

force acts.

Boundary layer - the very thin layer of air situated

between the aerofoil surface and the free airstream

that is slowed due to friction.

Transition point - the point at which the smooth laminar airflow over the aerofoil begins to decay and become

unstable.
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Principles:

An aerofoil is capable of producing enough lift to support an aircraft’s weight up to a certain AoA.
Beyond the critical AoA, the capacity of the aerofoil to generate lift deteriorates markedly, and an aerodynamic stall
ensues.

As AoA is increased toward the critical angle, the air flowing within the boundary layer around the wing finds it
increasingly difficult to follow the wing’s contoured upper surface. At some point along the chord of the aerofoil
the air becomes detached and separates from the wing contour(transition point) and the once smooth laminar
airflow begins to swirl and experience a flow reversal, and becomes turbulent.

As AoA is increased further, the region of turbulent air becomes larger and progressively moves forward toward the
leading edge of the wing. At the same time, the point through which lift acts - the centre of pressure (CP) - also
moves forward along the chord line until the critical angle is exceeded.

When the critical angle is eventually reached and then exceeded, the
transition point has moved so far forward that the region of turbulent air
encompasses the entire upper surface of the aerofoil. The wing has now
stalled and is no longer able to produce the lift required to support the
aircraft’s weight. In addition to the loss of lift, there is a significant drag
increase.

Note that once the aerofoil has stalled the CP, which had previously been
moving forward, suddenly races backwards behind the CG. This actually
helps to induce a nose down pitching moment to self-correct for the stall.
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The graph below shows how the coefficient of lift varies with increasing angle of attack. Notice how CL increases
right up to the critical angle, and then experiences a sharp reduction.

Considerations:

We have described a stall in relation to the aerofoil’s angle of attack, and noted that the aerofoil will stall once the
AoA exceeds the critical angle. It is not necessarily typical, however, for light general aviation aircraft to be fitted
with an Angle of Attack indicator. Therefore, we must consider stalls with regards to a corresponding speed which
would produce the high angle of attack necessary to stall. Remember slow speeds require a high angle of attack to
maintain straight and level flight. Refer to the aircraft spec sheets for stall speed information.
NOTE : important to remember that an aircraft can stall at a variety of different speeds under different
configurations however will only stall at ONE angle of attack. As mentioned we don’t have an Aof A indicator , but
the aft position of the control column is the most accurate indicator of when we exceed the critical Angle and stall
the wing. See Stall Stick Position below.(SSP)
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FACTORS THAT WILL EFFECT STALL SPEED

Weight:
The wings on a heavier aircraft must produce more lift to balance the increased weight. If the AoA at which the
aircraft stalls is fixed, the only way to produce that additional lift is by flying faster. Therefore, if weight increases,
the stall speed will increase.

Load factor:
Increased load factor in a turn or pulling out of a steep dive will increase the stall speed, due to the greater lift
requirement from the wings. Remember, the stalling speed changes with the square root of the load factor.

Ice contamination or damage to wings:
Ice contamination or damage to the wing will result in the wing stalling at a lower AoA than usual, and therefore at
a higher speed.

Any increase in weight, Ice or Load factor will always INCREASE stall speed.
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Flaps:
When flaps are extended two things happen. The effective camber of the wing increases, and the effective AoA
increases.

We say the effective angle of attack increases because the chord line - that is the line joining the leading edge of
the wing and trailing edge of the flap - rotates up.

As a result, for any given speed, a wing with flaps extended will produce more lift. Recall that when we extend
flaps we lower the nose so the aircraft doesn’t balloon due to the extra lift being produced. We are therefore able
to fly S&L with a lower nose attitude which provides us with better forward visibility.

The critical angle, and therefore the stall, will also correspond to a lower nose-up attitude with flaps deployed
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Additionally, by increasing the value of lift any given speed the minimum speed for flight will occur at a lower IAS

with flaps extended.

Power:

Power may reduce stall speed due to the following:

A. Inclination of thrust line to flight path: a vertical component of thrust is assisting lift to support weight.
That is to say, some thrust offsets weight and apparent weight reduces, thereby lowering the stall speed.

B. Acceleration of airflow over wing root area: propeller slipstream over the wing’s inboard section
re-energises the laminar airflow and delays the transition and separation points. This permits a higher
stalling attitude and lower stalling speed.

An increase in power or flap will ALWAYS reduce stall speed.

Application:
Pre-manoeuvre checks:

H Height. Sufficient to recover by 3000’ AGL.
A Airframe configuration is appropriate (flaps, undercarriage etc.).
S Security of hatches and harnesses and any loose objects.
E Engine instruments checked. (Fuel quantity, mixture, temps and pressures, carburettorheat).
L Location. Clear of CTA, populated areas, active aerodromes.
L Lookout. 360° turn prior to stalls and 90° turns after eachstall.

Entry:

● HASELL
● Pick a feature to keep the nose straight on
● Carburettor Heat - ON
● Power to idle
● Maintain altitude with progressive back pressure on elevator
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● Below 60 kts - carburettor heat cold
● Balance with rudder, minimise use of aileron

Recognition of stall approach
○ Control column held well back
○ High nose attitude
○ Quiet
○ Sloppy controls
○ Low indicated airspeed
○ Stall warning
○ Buffet

Recognition of actual stall. Symptoms as above, and in addition:
○ Nose pitches down at stall
○ High RoD on VSI and rapid height loss per altimeter
○ Possible wing drop (prevent further wing drop by applying just enough opposite rudder to

prevent further yaw)
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STALL RECOVERY (GLIDE RECOVERY) - height loss approximately 300ft:

● Reduce back pressure and set gliding attitude.
● As speed builds, gently raise the nose to BRoC attitude and apply fullpower.
● Balance with rudder, wings level with ailerons.
● When initial altitude is regained, reduce power to cruise setting to level off(remember, ASPT).

STALL RECOVERY (POWERED) - height loss approximately 100-150ft:

● Reduce back pressure and set nose just below the horizon while simultaneously applying full power.
● Prevent yaw with rudder.
● Once recovered from the stall, wings level with aileron.
● As the speed builds, gently raise the nose to BRoC attitude.
● When initial altitude is regained, reduce power to cruise setting to level off(remember, ASPT).

Compare height loss in stalls using glide and powered recoveries.

Note that with the high nose-up attitude of a stall it may be impossible
to gauge visual reference to the horizon by looking forward over the
dash. We can therefore use the left-corner of the front windscreen to
regain sight of the horizon and any reference point to help us stay
straight. This corner of the windscreen is known as the Lindbergh
Reference as it was used by the famous trans-atlantic aviator Charles
Lindbergh on his flight from New York to Paris in the Spirit of St. Louis,
which had no front window whatsoever.

Airmanship and T.E.M.:

● Always make sure to conduct a GOOD LOOKOUT prior to practicingstalls:
○ 360° turn prior to stalls.
○ 90° turn following each stall.

● Remember to conduct H.A.S.E.L.L checks.
● Check temperatures and pressures, and apply carburettor heat prior to an idle power stall.
● Remember to remove flaps in the recovery, and in stages.
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